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Funds lor Bond and Edge
Small; Fire Still a Mystery
A university-wide collection to
reim burse G ilbert Bond and
Steven Edge for their over $2,(XX)
loss in the April 8 fire which
demolished their room in Plantz
is reportedly doing rather poorly.
Neither the students nor the
u n iversity hold in surance to
cover the personal loss brought
about by the fire. The university
has, however, offered to pay the
cleaning bills to remove the
smoke from those clothes which
did survive the blaze.
Bond mused, “ It’s strange to
place
the burden
on the
university. I mean, the students
don’t have enough money to
cover the losses. But, that’s the
way this university operates.”
The S atu rda y fire, which
gutted room 416 while Bond and
Edge were gone, was discovered
when their neighbor, Mike Kinte,
noticed smoke spewing out into
the hall at about 11:15. Someone
fetched a m aster key and
students attempted to quench the
flames with fire extinguishers,
but the fire was too large.
A student living in Plantz
reported. “The room was just

M ICH A EL JOHNSON won last
Monday’s election for the LUCC
seat representing the Plantz,
Kohler, and quad district. He
took 66 votes to 62 for Steve
Skinner and 42 for Tom Culter. A
total of over 400 students live in
the d istrict. (Jo hn Sundlof
photo.)

L.U. Grad Named
Company Executive
Kathryn Westfall has been
app oin ted an assistant vicepresident at the home office of
Firem an’s Fund American In 
surance.
M rs.
W estfall
taught
in
secondary schools in Wisconsin
and served on the staff at
M assachusetts
In s titu te
of
Technology before coming to
F ir e m a n ’s F und as an a c 
countant in 1947. She was ap
pointed
su perinte nd ant
of
statement accounting in 1958 and
named staff assistant to the
senior vice president in 1908
She earned a BA degree in
mathematics from Milwaukee
Downer College, now Lawrence
U n iv ersity ,
and
attended
graduate school at Marquette
University

totaled. I ’ve never seen anything
like it.”
Another student m entioned
that the fire alarm s in the halls
failed to work and that the alarm
was finally sounded from the
desk. “ We pulled down and
nothing happened!”
State
inspectors are
in 
vestigating the fire t(^determine
whether it was caused by ac
cident or arson. Bond stated that
most of the questions posed about
the disaster were bent toward the
idea of neglegence.
“ He was really try in g lo
hypothesize about an accidental
fire. I don’t think, with the
evidence shown, that they'll be
able to prove arson unless
someone confesses. I haven’t
been very satisfied with the in 
vestigation as of yet. It isn’t over
yet, though, so it isn’t fair to say.
“ I don’t like the rumors that
are going around. There’s even
one that says we burned the room
down ourselves. I don’t think we
can make those kind of con
clusions yet.
“ If you can say a candle blew
over and hit the desk, you can say
that someone had a master key
and slipped in By the way, all
five candles remained intact.
“ I would like to stress that the
cause is undetermined. To be
fair, I think you have to say that
the deputy marshal is trying to be
as thorough as possible. He’s not
inept.”
Bond and Edge are waiting to
hear the investigator’s decision
before making any other public
statements. Meanwhile, they are
still faced with their losses. Bond
surrendered over $500 in clothes,
records, and books to the blaze
while Edge threw jn his sound
system, losing over $1,500 worth
of possessions.
Students are urged to con
tribute to the collection at the
desks of Trever, Kohler, and
Colman, room 406 in Plantz, to
Rosie in the Business Office, at
Downer Food center, or to the
faculty secretaries in Science and
Main Halls. All checks should be
m ade pay able to Law rence
University.

WALLS W E R E SCORCHED, a turntable was melted, and most personal belongings were
destroyed in the fire which broke out in Plantz last Saturday night The cause of the blaze
has not yet been determined. (Tom Neff photo)

Gay Lib Priest Speaks To
Validity of Homosexuality
by R O BE R T JO H N SO N
“ There ought to be about
seventy (m a le ) hom osexuals
here at Lawrence,” stated Fr.
Joseph F eldhausen, a young
G reek Orthodox priest and
member of the Gay People’s
Union.
At a gathering of about fifty
students and other members of
the Lawrence community last
Thursday evening, April 11, Fr
Feldhausen encouraged the gays
on cam pus to m ake their
presence known. “ Maybe you
now have the courage to do
something about the fact that you
are you . . . Tell your friends that
you’re gay, talk it up.” But he
spoke as well to the heterosexuals
in the group, encouraging them to
expand their experience as well

Theatre Institute will
Present ‘Performers’
On Thursday, April 20. a unique
collegiate touring company The
Bus Company of the National
Theatre Institute, will present an
ensemble piece entitled ‘Per
formers’ in the Experimental
Theatre at 4:00 and 8:00
‘P e rfo rm e rs ’, accord in g to
senior Nancy Rigg who was in
stru m e n ta l in b rin g in g the
com pany
to Law rence,
is
“ basically an exploration of the
life of the performer—all per
form ers, circus, v aud ev ille,
dancers, musicians . . .”
Directed by J
Ranelli, the
piece is a ‘‘work in progress” and
represents a fairly new concept
in experimental theatre, where
the show is built by the various
members of the cast without aid
of a written script
Tickets for the two per
formances will be available at
the Box Office in the MusicDram a Center at a cost of $1 50
for students and $2.(X) general
admission.
The N T I. itself is an ex
pe rim e n tal theatre pro g ram ,
founded in 1970, and located at
the Eugene O ’Neill Theatre
Center in W aterford. Con
necticut, as a resource for a
selected group of colleges.

Lawrence became a- member of
the N T .I . college-exchange
program in the Fall of ’71, when
Nancy applied independently of
Lawrence and the group at
tracted the interest of LUTC.
“ N T .I.” Nancy explains, “ is
not a professional company, but
i t ’s d e fin itely a professional
training company, where you live
theatre for nine six-day weeks of
instruction, and three weeks each
of
rehearsal
and
touring
engagements.
The Lawrence performances
are part of N .T .I.’s first
nationwide tour to include the
Midwest, and also one of the first
stops on what will be a 6,(XX) mile
road tour The group is sponsored
here by Special Events Com
m ilte e ,
the C o m m ittee on
Committees, and Nancy, a senior
drama ma jor
The company consists of 28
people, 24 college students and
four staff members. Housing for
the company Thursday night is
still needed, and any student or
faculty m em b er who could
provide accommodations for the
evening should contact Nancy
Rigg immediately at ext. 358.
Ushers are also needed for both
performances.

as their consciousness.
T hroughout his ta lk , Fr.
F eldhausen c o n tin u ally c o m 
part'd the gay experience to the
Black experience Just about
anything one can say about
racism and its effects can be said
about sexism. He spoke about the
discrimination in housing and
jobs, and the exploitation by
police and blackmailers which
gay people are often subject to.
In the same vein he mentioned
the legal proscriptions against
homosexual acts of any kind,
between consenting adults or
minors, in public or private,
which exist in all of the states but
five. In Wisconsin the penalties
run up to 25 years in prison for a
homosexual offense.
As a felon, the convicted
homosexual cannot obtain life
insurance, practice medicine on
law, teach in public schools, or
hold government office. Nor can
he be a member of the armed
forces! More im po rtant in
Feldhausen’s opinion, however,
is the psychological oppression
which gay people suffer
The gay man or woman suffers
from a devalued self-image
which is the result of the constant
bo m b ard m e n t of the hostile
heterosexual world, demanding
conformity to its norms of sexual
behavio r. The g a y ’s general
conditioning in the culture alerts
him to his own failure to meet the
dominant criteria for approval
and may even cause him to feel
shame because of his “ short
com ing.” His ability to cope with
his situation depends not only on
his inner resources but on firm
group support, and the avoidance
of hum iliating experiences, while
achieving satisfaction of his basic
desires.
When asked al>out the cause of
homosexuality in the individual.
F r F eldhausen replied that
“ we’re all sort of androgenous to
begin w ith, but ce rtain ex
periences act as c a taly stic
stimuli which direct us one way
or another.”
It is just as easy to become
hom osexual as heterosexual
since the behavior is essentially
“ learned ” “Of course, what the
individual does about his con
dition is up to him He may seek
psychiatric help, “ come out,” or

remain a “ closet queen.”
In Feldhausen’s opinion, the
healthiest response for the gay
person is to come out and interact
with other hom osexuals, “ to
repress one’s homosexuality is to
say it is wrong
tacit agreement
that the heterosexual path is tin*
right one.” He stressed that the
importance of the Gay Liberation
Movement lies in the fact that it
even exists.
It is no longer necessary for the
gays to view their behavior as
crim inal, sinful, or sick They
now have the opportunity to
articulate their stance and to
discuss their commonalities

F R. JO S E P H F ELDH A U SEN
“Gays can be proud’’
“(Jays can be proud of their
sexuality, seeing its strength and
goodness, and they can demand
their rig h tfu l place in our
culture.”
Gays, individually, have for a
long time supported other op
pressed groups
B lacks,
C hicanos,
In d ia n s,
and
proletarians Gay liberation now
offers them the opportunity to
fight for their own civil rights as
a group
Fr. Feldhausen asserted that it
is a “grace of God to be a
member of an oppressed com
munily, because you know what
it means to suffer and struggle
against your suffering
you
become more yourself
liow
can a straight, white, bourgeois,
Anglo Saxon male ever engage in
a revolutionary struggle?
Although Fr Feldhausen has
performed two lesbian weddings,
he feels marriage is not ap
propriate for most homosexuals
con’t on p. 6, col 1
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Comps: Nearing an End?
Feeling seems to be running stronger than ever among
this year’s senior class against the necessity or even the ad
visability of the departmental examination system, better
known by what has become a Lawrence epithet: “comps.”
The failure of a number of seniors, some of them at the top
of their class, has not been widely taken as an indication that
comps are needed as one last hurdle, but rather as an example
of how unfair and unrepresentative they can be. One faculty
member suggested that the students failed because they ex
pected to — they “ clutched.” If this is the case, exactly what
does a failure in comps mean — that the student is not skilled
at intellectual pursuits or simply that he is not skilled at taking
academic tests under extremely high pressure? And who is
responsible for the pressure in the first place?
This is only one argument of the many that develop when
the subject of departmentals comes up. A rather facetious
discussion of the subject was submitted last week by “ Jack
Anderson,” and in the near future much more, in greater
depth and seriousness, will be said in these pages.
From the remarks that opened this editorial, it is obvious
that the Lawrentian cannot be totally objective in discussing
the matter. Our initial impression is that the strong
dissatisfaction being voiced by Lawrence students (especially
by many who have shown in the past that they are seriously
interested in getting the best education possible) is justified
Of course, we would not be fulfilling our duty if we did not look
into the subject with as clear and perceptive eye as possible,
and we hope to do so. The next few weeks may well see the
greatest challenge yet to the comps system, and we intend to
take part in as well as to analyze that challenge.

Messaien And Loriod

Messiaen has been called “ the
greatest French composer of his
g e n e ra tio n ,” and indeed is
among the greatest of all living
composers. His wife is a superb
concert pianist, and the first half
of the program consisted of her
performance of three of her
husband’s “ Vingt Regards sur
l’Knfant Jesus." One could call
her playing stunning, brilliant,
powerful
and yet, like the
remainder of the concert, it
occupied a plane that was above
c ir tic a l
ju d g m e n t;
it
was
Messiaen’s music, in as perfect a
re a liza tio n as it can ever

A Fiery Blaze
To tin* Editor:
For two weeks I actually saw
and lived within the very same
dream that Martin Luther King
spoke of. But that dream has
since been singed by a fiery blaze
that I have come to learn cannot
be extinguished with words
alone.
— ROBERT C U R R IE

Other Viewpoints
To the Editor:
With all due respect to the
personal viewpoint of Mr. Currie,
I just wonder if it would be
possible that blacks, orientals as
well as whites, live under
“ plastic domes” that shut out
everyone else’s viewpoints. It is
true that there is a terrific
amount of racism present on this
campus, but it is an attitude held
by blacks as well as whites. I am
in agreement with Mr. Currie
that people must try to look at
things from different angles, but
he seems to be writing only to the
whites. It is important, if we are
to be successful in any fight
against racism, that all-groups
involved try to see the other’s
viewpoints. We don’t have to
agree with every viewpoint, but
we must make this effort.
— R E N A E RICHMOND

Airing Disgust
To the Editor:
Tricky No-Dick has done it
again—but this time with a twist.
Seems only a short time ago that
he tried something similar, but
since American men were the
stakes he got calk'd on it by a lot
of irate housewives and students.
This time the conscience of
America is 50,000 feet away from
reality. Men play poker while
baby-burning infernos drop like
clockwork from the belly. But
business is as usual. It makes me
sick.
Sincerely,
— DAVE MITCHELL

Com/is Comjilaitits

Com m entary

by STAN DAY
Some moments in time are so
exhilarating, yet so transient,
that in retrospect they hardly
seem real. It’s almost difficult to
believe that last week Olivier
Messiaen and his wife Yvonne
Loriod actually played in the
Lawrence Chapel; but for those
who were in the audience, the
fact that they did can never
beforgotten.

Letters to the Editor must h r typed double-spaced, kept its short as
possible an d submitted to the Lawrentian office no Inter y u m , p.m.
Wednesday evening. A ll letters thus submitted and neither libelous
n or in bud taste w ill receive publication. The Lawrentian reserves the
right to nuike stylistic changes and to excerpt in order to facilitate
printing , w ithout changing editorial content. A ll letters m u s t be signed
but names may be w ithheld from publication for sufficient cause.

humanly receive.
The composer’s “ Visions de 1
l ‘Am en” for two pianos comprised
the remainder of the concert, and
for this my vantage point was an
especially privileged one
that
of page-turner for Mme Loriod.
That it was one of the most
wonderful musical experiences of
my life goes without saying; it
could hardly have been much less
for those who were situated in the

audience. The communicative
power of this intensely complex
music was a veritable revelation,
enough to make one wonder if
perhaps the concert hall might
survive after all
Whatever regrets some might
have, for one reason or another,
alxmt being at Lawrence, here
was at least one occasion when it
re a lly paid off: in cre dib ly
enough. Appleton was the only
midwestern appearance on the
Messiaen Loriod concert tour
Brief as their stay here may have
been, it was enough to engender
some very special memories that
will last us all a lifetime

To the Editor:
I would like to comment on an
observation that I have made this
term I realize that the topic of
Comprehensive Examinations at
Lawrence has been discussed ad
nauseam. There is one facet of
these examinations I would like
to illuminate because I per
sonally feel it should be ar
ticulated somewhere where it can
be read by the academic com
munity at Lawrence.
It seems that this year there
are a large number of people who
have either failed their exams, or
have done poorly in courses
related to the exams such as
various senior seminars. There
are probably many reasons for
this poor show ing; earlier
scheduling of exams, insufficient
preparation, etc. The point 1 am
getting to is that professors who
were respected and considered
“good gtlys” for the early years
of a student’s association with his
m a jo r de partm ent are now
looked upon with hostility and
other feelings of disfavor. This
is n a tu ra l and predictable
behavior. When a department
fails 30 percent of its examinees,
regardless of reason, that
department is not going to be
looked upon as a “swell bunch of
g u v s ’’
A classmate remarked today,
“ It is too bad that so many
seniors will be leaving Lawrence
with bitter feelings tow ard
faculty they liked until exams.”
This of course puts the faculty
m a difficult position. I am almost
certain that no professor wants to

be thought of as a villian by his
students. There must be mutual
respect or the educational
process suffers. For this reason I
feel that the exams are hurting
Lawrence.
The question now is. What can
be done? The biology department
offers several options to the
exam. Last week the Psychology
Department canceled the oral
section of their exam This is a
step in the right direction The
ideal action would be for each
departm ent to review
the
e x am ination 's value in the
Lawrence University education
and bring all this nonsense to an
end.
Sincerely yours,
— BASIL VASILIOU

A Few Caveats'
To the Editor:
I was pleased to read Professor
J . M ichael H ittle ’s artic le ,
“ Hittle Proposes Pluralism s” in
last week’s Lawrentian. It is
about time that this important
topic was addressed by a scholar
of Dr Hittle’s mettle, and, on
the whole, his treatment of the
subject is admirable. There are
only one or two caveats I have
about this seminal work
On the matter of accuracy,
Professor Hittle referred to my
preference
for
“ pride
of
behaviorists” over “ bunch of
behaviorists” in an earlier
communication to you. (in Dr.
Hittle’s article the erroneous
phrase “pride of psychologists”
was employed.) He argues that
the hackneyed phrase “ pride of
lions” reserves for Felis Leo the
use of the word “ pride” in
describing groups. Apparently he
is unaware of the extent to which
behaviorists (on this campus, at
least) have been lionized.
But I do not wish to carp. Even
the previously cited abberration
may be excused in professor
Hitile’s otherwise monumental
article as a contemporary point
too nice for a scholar who
rem ained
steeped
in
the
mysteries of the past, pursuing
slews of Slavs, brigades of
Byznatines, and hordes of Huns
through the byways of the bygone
in the service of his Muse.
Rather, I would emphasize the
elegance of some of the phrases
which Dr Hittle has added to our
language The ascription of such
a l l i t e r a t iv e ly
a p p o s it e
apellations to aggregates as
“ race
of
ratru n n e rs”
or
“ response of rew arders” is

matchless. And who could fault
the on om atopo etic “ bark of
Pavlovians” ? We see here the
full flow er of the L innaean
system of classification so that
we now have groups of plurals
being mined from a virtual vein
of venery, 1 a m , m yself,
prostrate before such a veneral
swelling (mons veneris) in our
language.
Professor Hittle, we thank you
Sincerely yours,
— M IC H A EL I) GOLDSTEIN
Instructor of Psychology

Campus 'Rip-Offs'
Dear Editor:
They say that misery loves
company, so I was glad to see the
story of the Kohler “ R ip Off” in
last week’s Lawrentian. The
issue is now three weeks old, but
by no means dead. Recently a
Kohler resident reached for a
dress and when unable to find it
reached for a second dress. Both
had been stolen. I realize the
difficulty, if not the impossibility
of tracing both the guilty and the
stolen merchandise. At the same
time the incident infuriates me,
and this is the only available
means to express my disgust.
On returning to 5th floor Kohler
on S und ay, M arch 26th, I
discovered that I was no longer
the owner of a European ski
sweater, valued at $30 It is
irreplaceable, regardless of any
monetary compensation. But if
by chance the guilty party is ot
the Lawrentian-reading audience.
I ’d just like you to know that
there is some justice in this
world. YOU M ISSED THE HAT
TO MATCH!!
— K ATIE W ALSH
P.S. As long as I am airing my
grievances, this seems to be an
appropriate time to add a little
fuel to the fire. Before spring
vacation, a group of about twenty
senior women expressed both a
need and a desire ro remain in
Kohler over the vacation to
prepare for com prehensive
examinations This request was
denied and it was suggested that
we move to Trover (bag, books
and baggage) for a fee of $2 a
night. Regardless of the in
convenience of transporting four
years of books and notebooks,
and the lack of cooking facilities
in Trever, it is my opinion that if
the University had allowed the
students to rem ain in Kohler
(even for a fee) the Rip Off might
have been prevented.
I am also of the opinion that
such vandalism will continue
(especially
over
vacation
periods) unless the necessary
security is provided. I do not
consider a guard who merely
checks locks on doors to be
adequate security. Sage was
vandalized over the spring break
of 71, Kohler in ’72. Which dorm
will it be in ’73 (if not before
then)?

Campus Notes
Waupaca Fund
Junior and senior students
from the Waupaca area who
might be interested in a $200
scholarship for next year should
contact the Financial Aids Office.
The applicant should have an
intention to enter some social
service area (psychiatry, work
with handicapped, etc.). Full
details are available from Mr.
Nissen.
Orchestra Concert
(LUN)- R ussian composer
D m itri Shostakovich's “ 9th
S ym phony” may be full of
ideological weaknesses” and fail
to “ reflect the spirit of the Soviet
people," but it has been ac
claimed outside the composer’s
homeland as “one of the most
beautiful of our contemporary
works.”
“ Symphony No. 9, Op. 70," a
“ merry little piece," in the
composer’s own words, will be
one of four selections to be per
formed by the Lawrence Sym
phony Orchestra, Kenneth Byler
conducting, in a concert in the
Lawrence Memorial Chapel at H
p.m., Sunday, April it; Included

in this second orchestral concert
of the 1971-72 season are works by
19th Century composers, Modeste
M oussorgsky, G a b rie l F aure,
and Charles Saint-Saëns.
Ariel Subscription
The Ariel wishes to remind all
subscribers to pay their $3.(K) fee
at the business office if they have
not already done so.
A. A. A. Book Club
There will be a meeting of the
Association of Afro-Americans’
Book Club on Wednesday, April
19 at the Black Cultural Center
Anyone interested in joining this
club please meet at the cultural
center. 411 E. Washington Street
at 9:00

Ariel Needs Photos
The Ariel welcomes submission
of any black and white candid
photos taken during the past year
co ncerning
any
Lawrenceoriented subject.
Pictures should be left at the
Ariel o ffice or w ith Alison
McLeod, (>10 Kohler

Inadequate Fire Extinguishers
Exposed During Dorm Emergency

Personal Views

by J E F F BLIEL, ROBERT
C U R R IE , and JA Y DENOVO

Homosex? Al Lawrence?
by Two Students
The events of the past two
weeks and their impact on the
Lawrence community seem to
have created or at least stirred
up a social consciousness long
awaited and certainly overdue
Discussion of social issues is
beginning to go beyond inte lle c tu alizatio n ,
the black
dilemma is being brought closer
to home, and a new awareness of
people in community is growing.
In this slow awakening it seems
fitting that an issue long kept low
and hidden, that cuts across
sexual, racial, and economic
barriers — homosex — should
come to enlightened public
discussion.
The significance of the meeting
with Fr. Joseph Feldhausen was
that, being the first of its kind
here, it showed how basic is the
level from which a hum an
awareness has to grow. At the
same time it showed, from the
generally non-hostile response of
the audience, that perhaps the
Lawrence University community
is ready for intelligent, open
discussion of the homosex ex
perience at Lawrence.
Dr. Terry Cobabe, resident
clinical psychologist at Lawrence
U niversity, has perhaps the
clearest understanding here of
the problems those with homosex
orientations are facing In a talk
with him, he presented a few of
the m ore im m e d ia te ones.
O stracism and h o stility , in
general, lack of acceptance, has
m ade their self-acceptance
difficult. It exacerbates guilt
feelings, and in this atmosphere,
makes honesty an almost un
tenable position. Seemingly, “ the
Law rence co m m u n ity is too
small and the Appleton com
munity too conservative for the
over
hom osexual
to
be
assimilated.” All things con
sidered. these factors have made
it impossible for the homosexual
to live with the dignity which
everyone should have: to live in
peace, freedom, fulfillment, and
love.

Dr. Cobabe has counseled less
than a statistically represen
tative number of homosexual
students.
When asked what homosexuals
at Lawrence could do about
dealing with this anguish he said,
“ If they are comfortable with
their
orientatio n
yet
un
comfortable with their situation
here, get out of town — go to
M ilw aukee, New Y ork , San
Francisco — places where there
is a tenable lifestyle for them .”
“ But if you want to change at
titudes, do it openly, let people
know who you are. That’s one
way of breaking the prejudice
down” . But one doesn’t always
have to beat the drum . Just
leading a homosexual life can
m ake one’s position clear.
“There are some who are fairly
overt about it on this campus, and
they are so, because they feel
they should be.” The choice of
action must be up to the in
dividual, for “ some people would
find it intolerable to come up
above ground.”
Although a permanent state of
in te lle c tu a liz a tio n
about
homosex would be as detrimental
as it has been for the Black ex
perience, “you’ve got to start
somewhere.” “ And it is one way
to desensitize the issue,” i.e., it is
one way of removing the un
desirable emotionalism all too
often pervading discussion of
homosex. But on the way to
fulfilling the ultimate goal —
personhood, for everyone con
cerned — open discussion ought
to bring about understanding and
destroy stereotyped ideas and
opinions about a sig nifican t
group of people.
D r. Cobabe believes that
homosexuality, for the most part,
does not fit the “disease” model,
and that it is only “ deviant” in
relation to statistical norms. It
would not be undesirable were
the entire Lawrence Community
to develop the same attitudes.

As we futilely attempted to
fight last Saturday night’s fire in
Plantz, it was obvious that the
fire extinguishers supplied in the
building were inadequate. Five
or six soda-acid extinguishers
were used in room 416 and the fire
remained out of control. When
the Appleton Fire Department
arrived, their men put out the fire
with ONE pressurized water
extinguisher of exactly the same
size as ours. While none of
the soda-acid extinguishers failed
completely, most of them only
put out a stream of a few feet —
some could not even shoot across
the room. An Appleton Fire
D epartm ent Lieutenant later
stated that six soda-acid ex
tinguishers should have put out
any fire (except electrical) that
could be contained in one room.
He commented that if the Fire
Department required only one
pressurized water tank to ex
tinguish the fire, no more than
one or two properly functioning
soda-acid extinguishers should
have put out the fire.
Soda-acid fire extinguishers
can no longer be purchased
because of their obsolescence.
The Fire Department Lieutenant
inform ed us that p ra c tic a lly
every industry and school in the
City of Appleton had replaced
their soda acid extinguishers—
except Law rence. The F ire
Lieutenant observed that either
pressurized water or dry powder
extinguishers were the best all
around types for a living area
such as a dormitory. In spite of
their superiority to soda-acid,
pressurized water will not ex
tinguish an electrical fire. In fact,
the user of a water or soda-acid
extinguisher may receive an
electrical shock if it is used on an
electrical fire. The other kind
of all purpose ex tinguisher
suggested is a dry powder type.

water extinguishers had been
ordered “ prev ious” to last
Saturday’s fire and Plantz was
next on the schedule to receive
them Mr. Manwell conceded that
pressurized water extinguishers
were superior to soda-acid, but
did not wish to accept the
possibility that the extinguishers
had malfunctioned. He cited his
experience
with
one
of
the re m a in in g soda-acid ex
tinguishers, saying it squirted
“ 20 or 30 feet” when he tested it.
When asked to comment on the
possibility of an electrical fire,
Mr
M anw ell described the
reliable wiring system in Plantz
and said there was not much
chance of an electrical fire
“unless something went wrong ”
W ith
respect
to C02 entinguishers (w hich are p a r 
tic u la rly
recom m ended
for
electrical fires), he replied that
there was one in the Plantz kit
chen. On Monday, April 10, we
obtained a key to the kitchen
(which is usually locked) and
found
NO
F IR E
EX
T IN GUISH ER OF ANY T Y PE !
This is clearly a violation of
housing laws. When we checked
the tags on the soda-acid ex
tinguishers in Plantz, we found
that the last time most were
checked (before April 10, 1972two days after the fire) was in
May or June of 1971 Although no
inspection laws were violated in
this
p a rtic u la r
case
(ex
tinguishers must be checked
every 12 months), all of the ex
tinguishers had not been checked
for 10 or 11 months It is possible,
according to the Fire Lieutenant,
for the soda in the extinguisher to
settle to the bottom and, in the
course of 10 or 11 months, become

However,
it
m ust
be
conceded that the dry powder
type does not have the d a m 
pening and soaking effect water
does, but is effective against
electrical fires, where neither
soda-acid or pressurized water is.
Mr Jack Manwell, Director of
the Lawrence Physical Plant,
informed us that pressurized

When asked what members of
the Lawrence community could
do to alleviate this burden, I)r.
Cobabe responded. “They should,
for one, analyze their own
feelings,” in which fear of a
sim ilar orientation is likely to be
a contributing factor to their
hostility. But he also said that a
discussion of homosex should be
enlarged within an academic
framework, i.e., through courses
w ith in ,
for
instance,
the
psychology department.

cacked and consequently not mix
properly with the acid when the
extinguisher is used Despite the
information received from the
Appleton Fire Department, Mr
Manwell will undoubtedly prefer
to deny that the extinguishers
malfunctioned and refer any
possible failure to an instance
where an extinguisher was used
and refilled with water (instead
of being properly refilled) by a
student (in which case it would
not work at all). When asked
about the relative costs of the
different kinds of fire ex
tinguishers,
Mr.
M anw ell
categorically denied that expense
has anything to do with the fire
extinguisher situation at Plantz.
Our experience and subsequent
in vestig atio n has led us to
question the degree to which
Lawrence is willing to provide
adequate fire protection to its
students If someone had been in
Room 416, they could very well be
dead today, mainly due to the
inadequate and malfunctioning
fire extinguishers which we were
forced to use
If Law rence
genuinely cares about fire
protection, and if the cost of
extinguishers and refills does not
enter into the situation, why
didn’t we have the best fire ex
tinguishers available? Why were
we supplied (and still are!) with
obsolete equipment, which was
inadequately maintained? Ix*t
the fire at Plantz serve as a
warning—lives will depend on
reliable and effective fire ex
tinguishers. Everyone in Plantz
is risking their lives until the
building is properly equipped
Again, we ask the University
Administration lo protect the
lives of its students

The charges of fire hazards at Plantz made in this
“Personal View” were received too late for any official
response to be made. Mr. Marwin Wrolstad, University
Treasurer, told the L a w re n tia n that the administration
was concerned and that all of the points discussed would
be investigated. The results of the research will be
presented in next week’s issue.
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NOTES TO MYSELF
by Hugh Prather

THE GRANDEES
by Stephen Birmingham

THE WHOLE WORLD HANDBOOK
(a student travel book)

SIDE OF THE ROAD
by Ben Lobo and Sara Links

THE WONDER THAT WAS INDIA
by A. L. Basham

RASBERRY
by Salli Rasberry and Robert Greenway

SEVEN PLAYS OF THE MODERN THEATRE

THE MASSAGE BOOK
by George Downing

THE BICYCLE BOOK
by Frankel
DONT FORGET MOTHER’S DAY

Mrs. Rudolf Speaks at Lawrence
On “The Unbuilding of a Nation”

A CONCERT on sitar and tabla was presented Monday night
by Krishna Sanyal, Badal Roy Chowduri, and Ram
Chakravarty. This week the India symposium winds up with
lectures on Hinduism and Indian Art. (Marty Feldm an photo)

Lectures to be Featured
In Symposium's Last Week
(L U N )—The fin al week of
L aw rence U n iv e rs ity ’s threeweek In d ia S ym posium w ill
feature lectures on m odern
Hinduism and Indian sculpture.
Di M cK im Marriott, of the
University of Chicago depart
ment of anthropology, will lec
ture on ‘‘The Hindu Religion and
Social C h a n g e ” at 8 p .m .,
Wednesday, April 19, in the
R iv e rv ie w
Lounge
of
the
Lawrence Memorial Union.
On Monday, April 17, art
historian Ram chandra Rao will
discuss ‘‘Indian Sculpture” in a
lecture to be held at 4 p.m in the
Worcester Art Center.
The display of Indian folk art in
the Worcester Art Center will
re m a in on exhibit through
Friday, April 21. Gallery hours
are from 10 a m to 10 p.m.
Monday through Friday, 10 a.m .
to 5 p.m. Saturday, and 2-5 p.m.
Sunday.
Dr Marriott has been a student
of Indian civilization since he was
stationed in New Delhi during
World War II with U.S. Army

Signal Corps.
He began intensive field work
in India in 1950, researching the
ways in which political and social
changes consequent upon In d ia’s
emergence as a self-governing
nation effect village life in India.
He has been associated with the
University of Chicago since 1949.
He earned his Ph.D. from the
University of Chicago in 1955 and
is currently chairm an of the
university’s department of an
thropology.
Ram chandra Rao, the lecturer
on Indian sculpture, has toured
extensively in Europe and the
United States, lecturing on Indian
art and Indian affairs. He is a
constitutional lawyer and an
Advocate of the Supreme Court of
India.
His book, “ C o nte m p o rary
Indian A rt,” published in 1969 as
a sequel to his earlier work,
‘‘Modern Indian Painting,” has
been widely acclaimed as an
accomplishment of considerable
stature

Fl o w e r s

Though India, Pakistan, and
Bangladesh are primary items in
the news these days, the media
has not covered the situation as
deeply as did Mrs. Susanne
Rudoiph, who spoke last Tuesday
in Riverview Lounge.
Mrs. Rudolph is a member of
the D e p artm e n t of P o litic a l
Science at the University of
Chicago and was in Pakistan
during the outbreak of hostilities.
Mrs. Rudolph’s talk did not
concentrate on the most recent
aspects of the Bangladesh
question but rathe r on its
historical background.
She expressed the danger of
viewing Bangladesh from hind
sight or “ w inner take a l l ”
history. Looking back one tends
to assume that the final break-up
of P a k is ta n was in ev ita ble.
Pakistan is indeed a case of the
‘ ‘unbuilding of a nation” —
though the inevitability of this
cannot be assumed.
In investigating the situation
she found that East Pakistan
differs from the West in basic
cultural, economic, and geo
graphical ways.
Economically, it has griev
ances w ith the West. The
great concentration of economic
development is in the West near
Karachi. Though the East has
more than one half of the
population, it has much lower
levels of economic development.
Even with this greater population
the East has received less than 50
percent of the returns from the 5year plans. Large scale industry
shows a great disparity of profits
between the West and the East.
Though the E ast earns the
m ajority of the income from
foreign exchange, the West
spends most of it and gets most of
the profit.
M rs. R udo lp h ou tlin ed the
unbuilding of Pakistan in three
m ajor ways: first, the effect of
a u th o rita tiv e
and
m ilita ry
g o v e rn m e n t;
secondly,
the
weakness of Pakistan’s dem 
ocratic ventures; and thirdly, the
effect of A m e rican foreign
assistance.
The effect of a u th o rita tiv e
government in Pakistan is a
complex affair and has deep
historical roots, she stated. About
1909 popular government took an
upward turn in India as opposed
to the more authoritative viceroy
tradition.
By 1935 the viceroy tradition
took hold in the central areas of
In d ia whereas the popular
tradition gravitated toward the
provinces.

F R 0 I1

As Pakistan grew toward in
dependence it leaned toward the
viceroy tradition since popular
government was identified with
the government of a Hindu
m ajority and was therefore seen
as dangerous to Muslim in
terests.
In
West
P a k ista n
the
democratic tradition was weak.
The social and land base of the
country was held by tremen
dously
w ealthy
lan dlord s.
T ra d itio n al d e m ocratic party
conflict was prevented from even
a beginning by the conflict of the
great nobles only- which held
little interest to any other social
groups.
D em ocracy
had
gre ater
possibilities in East Pakistan.
L and was m ore e q u itab ly
distributed because of division of
the land after the flight of Hindu
landlords from the country. The
East strove more for autonomy,
private land interest and freedom
from foreign interference. In
1954, however, came the over
throw of the Muslim League and

Stanley Probes ‘Mystery
Of Vanishing Civilizations’
by GORDON !I \HI)
‘‘A complex of mysteries” was
the phrase used by Assoc.
R elig io n Professor Dr. Jo h n
Stanley to describe the history
and abrupt disappearance of the
ancient Indus Valley civilization.
Dr. Stanley presented a slidelecture address to about 200
people at Worcester Art Center
on Wednesday night.
“ Very little is actually known
about these people he said, “ But
the civilization which vanished
suddenly about 1700 B.C. is im 
portant to the early history of
religion, particularly the rise of
popular Hinduism .” He made the
presentation as part of the India
Symposium.
The m ajor thesis of Professor
Stanley’s lecture was a possible
link between the culture of the
ancient Indus Valley and the
evolution of popular Hinduism. A
preoccupation with anim als, a
great concern for water and
possible p h a llic worship are
among these connections. The
Hindus worship cattle, while
evidence from the excavated
cities indicates a reverence for
horses. Great ceremonial use is
made of water in Hinduism while
gigantic public bathing cisterns
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have been excavated in the Indus
Valley. The Hindus are wellknown for p h a llic w orship
associated with Shiva, and a
couple of apparently prototype
Shiva- lingum s
have
been
unearthed in the Valley cities.
‘‘The world’s first case of ur
ban blight” is the theory Dr.
Stanley favors as the probable
cause of the disappearance of the
civilization. Faced with a silting
problem from annually flooding
rivers and a penchant for
building the cities level-on-level
of expensive fire-hardened brick,
and a decline in the amount of
arable land due to over use, could
account for the decline of the
culture.
Hurappa, the first of the three
m a jo r e x cav atio n sites, was
discovered by a Brittish assistant
engineer in the late 19th century.
A significant portion of the city,
which is now part of West
Pakistan, was plundered before it
was realized that the excellent
brick they were using for railway
ballast was 4,000 years old. The
highly s ta n d a rd ize d , stric tly
reg im en ted m ethod of co n 
struction was also noted when
two other Pakistani Indus Valley
Cities were discovered in 1921,
M ohinjo-daro
and
Lotol.
Statuettes and more than 2,000
small embossing seals have since
come to light which indicate a
written, as yet undecyphered
lan g u ag e
an d
a
very
sophisticated art culture.
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the establishment of a new civil
service, m ilitary regime which
did not respond well to the
autonomy and personal interest
desires of East Pakistan.
F in a lly A m e ric a n foreign
policy seemed to support the new
civil service, m ilitary regime. At
this tim e , A m e ric a n foreign
policy was founded on the basis of
anti-Communism. As the civil
service- m ilita r y governm ent
expressed s im ila r anti-Com
munist fear, U.S. aid showered
down on them in the form of 2.5
billion dollars.
The question period lead Mrs.
Rudolph to more recent aspects
of the Bangladesh question. She
felt there is a possibility of a
Bangladesh Russian agreement
but did not add the weight or
seriousness to this matter that
she feels the U.S. State depart
ment does.
The questions and her answer
indicated that the future of
Bangladesh promises to be as
deep and complex a situation as it
has in the past.
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ISSU ES

Faculty (num bering more than 20) at the School of Architecture. University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee,
are concerned, each in his own way, with the solution of environm ental problem s Our interests range in
scale from the sm allest designed co m ponents of environm ents through buildings themselves to large
scale urban developm ents. W e are interested in attracting to our Three-Year G raduate Program students with
undergraduate degrees as diverse as our own: Fine Arts. Social Sciences, Engineering, Physical
Sciences, and the Hum anities. O ur ap p ro ach is not dogm atic but eclectic. W e invite you to discuss our
g ra d u a te program with faculty who will be on your cam pus.

Discussion of the diversified Three-Year
Program in architecture at UWM will be held
on your cam pus:

MONDAY. APRIL 17
2:00-5:00 ARRANGE WITH
MARIE DOHR. SAMPSON HOUSE

The Other Side of College Avenue
by DAVID D l'P K R R A l'L T
For the m ajority of students at
Law rence, the M usic D ra m a
Center is where Film Classics are
shown.
M ajo r theatre productions
arouse considerable interest, and
concerts in the Chapel usually
draw good crowds. Hut one-act
plays, student recitals in Harper
Hall and many of the other ac
tivities “ north of the avenue” are
neglected by far too m any
m em b ers of the Law rence
community.
This is not to say that there is
no interaction between Main
Hall-Science Hall and the MusicDram a Center. Many college
students participate in Choir, the
in stru m e n ta l ensem bles, and
theatre productions. Faculty and ’
students do attend a lot of the
cultural events sponsored by the
Conservatory and the Theatre
Department. This serves to unite
the university community. But
the gap between the two sides of
the campus is much more than
the physical separation imposed
by College Avenue.
Con Never Stops
Part of the problem is the
n u m b e r of special dem ands
placed on Conservatory students,
who must spend long hours
perfecting their technical com
petence in vocal and instru
mental performance.
‘‘The Con never stops,” as
K athy
D ougherty,
a
p e r
cussionist, pointed out. ‘‘College
students don’t realize how much
time is put in on practicing over
here.” Kathy said that she really
believes a gap exists, and that if
music students ‘‘stick in groups,
it’s because their interests lie in
the same area.15'
Since he is not actually in the
Conservatory, but is a B.A
candidate with a music major,
M ark Nelson has a special
perspective on the CollegeCo nser v a to r y r e la t io n s h ip .
“ M any of the courses here
(Conservatory) are not geared to
the person who isn’t extremely
proficient in m usic.”
Mark noted that Mr. Below’s
Tunes 10, a music appreciation
course, was designed prim arily
for non-music majors. He also
agreed with Kathy that the Jazz
Ensemble, along with the Jazz
History course, offers a way to
‘‘bridge the gap” .
The Jazz Band is directed by
John Harmon, who also teaches
the popular history course. Last
term the jazz group competed
with 14 other ensembles, and
finished a strong second Their
campus concert in March at
tracted a large and enthusiastic
audience.
Theatre Department
In a unique position is the
university’s theatre department.
A ssociate Professor Joseph
Hopfensberger, who has worked
both as a student and as a teacher
at Lawrence for over 20 years,
ex p laine d , “ W hat has been
happening in the 12 years since
we moved over here is that we’re
losing contact with Main Hall
Hopfensberger went on to say
that when the theatre department
was located in Main Hall, they
had daily contact with the faculty

and students of the rest of the
non-science college. The decline
in
m e m b e rsh ip
of
Greek
organizations has hampered the
ability of student directors to
recruit casts and crews.
Last term ’s m ajor production,
however, was a significant ex
ception. Stating that a “joy in
p a r tic ip a tio n ’’ was especially
stressed
when
non-m ajors
comprised the bulk of a cast,
Hopfensberger expressed hap
piness that ‘‘23 strangers became
23 good friends.”

Available Facilities
Convservatory -University re
lations might improve if more
“ non-con” students dropped in on
the "other side of the street.”
There are extensive facilities
that are open to all students such
as a fine music library and stereo
equipment. Any student may
drop by the Conservatory to
listen to records or tap«1 on
university sound systems.
Down a spiral staircase in the
Conservatory library, there is an
electric piano with earphones for
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There are trem endous a d  those who remember a sm at
vantages
for
the
theatre tering of the art but don’t feel like
department to be located in the giving a public performance in
Music-Drama center. Much co their dormatories or the union.
operation between the Con
The Conservatory library is
servatory and the department also an excellent place to study
has resulted, especially in such history, E n g lish , biology, or
ventures as the annual opera and maybe psychology.
the musical dram atic produc
Students who frequent Main or
tions. The fine technical facilities Science Hall are also invited to
in S tansbury and the E x  conservatory
recitals.
The
perimental Theater also make following calendar might serve
the Music-Drama Center “ the as a guide for those who want to
place to be” for the theater discover what the conservatory is
department.
all about for themselves.
“ Connie Im age”
But for most students, that
modern brick ediface is known as
“ the Con” . Over 150 students are
w orking tow ard Bachelor of
M usic, or m usic-m ajor B.A.
degrees. Many of them are
sensitive to the “Connie im age”
F R ID A Y and SATURDAY,
that has grown up One ex
A P R IL 14-15
plained. “ When I tell my people
E X P E R IM E N T A L T H E A T E R ,
7:30 PM Student Cindy White
my m ajor, they say, ‘Really?
directs the production of J.M .
You don’t look like a Connie.’ ”
The m ajor difference is cer Synge’s "In the Shadow of the
Glen” .
tainly not a function of students
themselves, but of the work that
F R ID A Y . A P R IL 11
is demanded of them Just as an
H A R P E R HALL; Pro Arte
English m ajor must spend long Q uartet,
ac c la im e d
strin g
hours in the library, and a biology quartet.
m ajor must often “ live” in a lab,
SUNDAY. A P R IL lfi
C onservatory students must
C H APEL; 8:00 PM Lawrence
invest most of their non-leisure University Symphony Orchestra
time practicing and rehearsing. conducted by Kenneth Byler.
And since these activities take
THURSDAY. APHIL20
place “ across the street", social
C H APEL, 8:00 PM Lawrence
contact with non-music Law
University Choir directed by Dr.
rentians is impaired
Karle Erickson.

- CALENDAR

Concert Choir Previews
Wisconsin-Illinois Tour
The 61-voice Lawrence Un
iversity Concert Choir, under
the direction of D r. K arle
Erickson, will kick-off its threeday concert tour of Illinois and
Wisconsin with a concert in the
Chapel at 8:00 Thursday night,
April 20.
Two days later, the choir will
board buses for stops in Chicago,
111., Milwaukee, Sheboygan, and
Hartford, Wisconsin.
The repertory for the Applet6n
concert and the tour includes a
mixture of religious and secular
music, ranging from American
and English folk songs to m ajor
works by three 20th century
composers. The m ajor works on
the program include Francis
Poulenc’s "M ass in G M ajor,”
Healey W illan’s "An Apostrophe
to the Heavenly Host,” and Peter
Fetler’s “Te Deum ”
The entire choir will also sing
two modern arrangements of
Negro spirituals and a 1908
composition by Ernest Pepping
to be sung in German.
The concert will be divided into
three sections, with the Lawrence
Singers, a group of 20 voices
selected from the choir, bridging
the first and final parts will be
several selections, including folk
songs and madrigals.

Dr. Erickson has been director
of the Concert Choir and the
Lawrence Singers since he joined
the Conservatory staff in i%7. A
native of Minnesota, he holds a
bachelor of arts degree in music
from St Olaf College in M in
nesota and acquired both his
masters and doctorate from the
University of Illinois, Champaign-Urbana.
The Chicago concert will be
sponsored by the Chicagoland
chapter of the L.U. Alumni
Association, and occur after a
reception and dinner held for the
choir The concert will take place
at the O ’Hare Hyatt House.
One of the Milwaukee concerts
will take place at 11:00 Sunday
morning at the North Shore
C o n g r e g a tio n a l
C hurch.
Following their performance, the
choir will present a concert open
to the public without charge in
the Shorewood H igh School
a u d ito r iu m , 1701 E . C apitol
Drive, at 2:00.
Monday morning the concert
choir will present a program at
Hartford Union High School,
followed by an appearance at
Sheboygan North High School in
the afternoon.
The choir will return to Ap
pleton Monday evening, April 24
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Validity of Homosexuality
con’t. from page 1
ty p e ’’ a c tiv itie s and youth
“Gays are trying to break out of culture) abandoned the church
the ty p ical and usually u n  little by little, the remaining gay
successful heterosexual patterns, parishoners run an inner-city
mission — counseling gays in the
not to ape them .”
In response to a question about process of coming out, visiting
“ male-female” role playing in prisons, providing health center
care, and sy m b o lic a lly w it
homosexual relationships, Fr
Feldhausen asserted that con nessing as gay Christians by their
formity to a stereotyped role is presence in their community.
Fr. Feldhausen mentioned that
som ething that gays rebel
against, and that an effort is the majority of gay parishes in
made to “be who you are and do the country belong to the
what you feel co m fo rtable Metropolitan Community Church
w hich he described as “ a
doing.”
hodge-podge,
in 
Fr. Feldhausen sees the op religious
pression of homosexuals as a tellectually vacuous.” The O r
“religious, social, economic, and thodox Church has five or six
political issue which has to be parishes in the country. The
largest, hav ing 600 in the
dealt with on all those levels.”
His own parish in Milwaukee is congregation, is in New York and
trying to do just that. While the consists mostly of “42nd St.
o rig in a l s traig h t parishoners types.”
He explained that the Orthodox
(who had had a history of
association w ith “ m ovem ent Church is especially open to gays

since it did not fall into the
juridical compulsiveness of the
Western churches due to the
structure of its own theology and
practice. “Sex as such just isn’t
dealt w ith,” he said.

Several questions from the
group were aimed at the JudeoC h ristia n p reju d ice against
homosexuality which a number
of biblical passages point up. Fr
Feldhausen explained that the
passages in the Old Testament
are in the context of numerous
prohibitions of various “defiling”
acts which were not as such taken
into the Christian tradition, and
that P a u l’s few references to
hom osex uality
have to be
regarded in the light of the
p re v a ilin g tone of the New
Testament.
Whether or not the gay students
at
L aw rence
take
F r.
Feldhausen’s suggestion to come
out, his talk and the discussion
which followed it has finally
brought the issue into the
Another announcement in last week’s Lawrentian con Lawrence community and out
cerned the First Annual Photography Contest. There has been into the open. Those students who
some response, but it has been light. We are sure that there are wish to expand their own con
some very talented photographers on the Lawrence campus, sciousness of the phenomenon of
hom osex uality could find in 
and urge everyone who has ever fooled around with a camera
teresting m aterial in works of
to get in touch with one of our photo editors.
non-fiction and fiction.

Photo Contest: Round Two

As we noted last week, many of you will want to wait a
while before taking shots; however, just to get an idea of the
response we will be getting, we would appreciate at least a
note saying you are interested.

Press D raft: Round Two
The response to our call for reporters, photographers, and
production help has been pleasing; several very qualified
people have already volunteered. We still need photographers
and typists, especially the former. The work load for
photographers usually consists of two or three shootings a
week, and there are opportunities as well for feature and essay
photography.
About two or three typists are needed to come in on
Tuesdays or Wednesdays for about 45 minutes, preferably
between 8 and 10 o’clock.
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Edwin M. Sehur in his Crimes
Without Victims describes in
d e tail
the
sociological
ramifications of homosexuality.
Norman Pittenger’s Time of
Consent: A Christian's Approach
to Homosexuality, attempts to
develop
an
ethic
for
homosexuals, and Merle M iller’s
On Being Different: W'hat it
Means to Be a Homosexual
relates his own experience.
Mary Renault’s novel The Last
of the Wine and Jam es Baldw in’s
Giovanni’s Boom and Another
Country handle hom osexual
themes quite sensitively.

*1 do not believe in a fa te tha t falls on men

however they act
but I DO believe in a fate that falls on them

unless they act*
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SMC Calls April 22 March
For New York, Los Angeles
The slated April 22 demon
strations in Los Angeles and New
York to protest the war in
Vietnam may throw the anti-war
movement out of the grave and
back onto the front page of the
New York Times.
A ccording to the Student
Mobilization Committee, (SMC)
the burial given the movement
after the 1968 moratorium with
proper journalistic fanfare was
unwarranted The SMC reports
that anti-war sentiment is still
running strong and as proof, a
“ m assiv e ,
pe aceful,
legal
demonstration” has been called
for, around the central demand,
“Stop the Bombing, Now; U.S.
Out of Southeast Asia, Now.”
In a statement of policy, the
SMC claimed; “ For more than 30
years the Vietnamese people
have fought for independence.
The message of the antiwar
movement must now be taken to
every corner of the country. We
must force Nixon to stop the
bombing and remove every U.S.
plane, soldier, and piece of

Profili

Do

equipment right now.
“ We must organize in our
schools and in our communities
for a huge outpouring of disgust
at this war on April 22 when there
will be mass demonstrations in
New York City and Los Angeles.
The new escalation of the fighting
in South Vietnam is dispelling the
myth that the war is “winding
down” and the April 22 demon
strations promise to be very
large.”
Lawrence students interested
in atte n d in g the New York
demonstration may catch buses
either in Minneapolis or Chicago.
The Minneapolis bus will leave
April 20 after a send-off rally.
Round-trip cost is $50 and seats
may be reserved by contacting
the SMC offices at 612-331-2851, or
by writing Citywide SMC, 100
U n iversity Ave. S .E
M in 
neapolis, Minn. 55414.
Those interested in leaving out
of Chicago m ay get more in
formation by writing SMC, 407 S.
Dearborn, Room 760, Chicago,
III 60605. Calls should be made to
312-246-2150.
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The Vikes are No I with us at Sabre
and

G.K. Chesterton

Sabre Lanes is No. I in Bowling
1330 Midway, 739-9161 — Come and visit us
The fu tu r e o f m a n k in d rests in o u r hands —
perhaps m ore h e a v i l y in th e hands o f th e y o u n g .
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There exists a c r i t i c a l sh o rta g e o f p ro fessio na l
m a n a g e r ia l t a l e n t — men and w o m e n w i t h th e
a b i l i t y to o r g a n i z e , p l a n , in s p ir e , a n d d i r e c t th e
w o r k o f o th e rs .

G r a d u a t e e d u c a t i o n in Business

and M a n a g e m e n t is w o r t h y o f y o u r c o n s id e r a tio n .
The U n i v e r s i t y o f W is c o n s in - O s h k o s h o ffe rs a
M a s te r o f Business A d m in i s t r a t i o n program w h i c h
focuses on th e i n d i v i d u a l , s e l f - r e n e w i n g , f l e x i b l e ,
w h o fa shio ns his e n v ir o n m e n t w i t h im a g i n a t iv e
ideas and r e s o u r c e fu l a c t i o n .
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W h a t e v e r y o u r m a j o r , p l e a s e c on t ac t :
D r . G e n e D r z y c i m s k i , A s s o c ia te Dean
S ch oo l o f Business A d m in i s t r a t i o n
U n i v e r s i t y o f W is c o n s in -O s h k o s h
O s h k o s h , W is c o n s in
Phone:

54901
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Hopes Turned Into Frustration
by PAUL DONNELLY
Since blacks first enrolled in
Lawrence University, they have
been confronted with various
social and academic problems
with which the University has
attempted, quite unsuccessfully,
to cope.
Initial Academic Problems
In the winter of 1968, when the
vast academic problems of black
students first became apparent
(prompted by the fact that 11 of
the 23 blacks enrolled were “ in
serious academic difficulty” ), it
became obvious that “ colleges
(had) admitted black students
without diagnosing the campus
situation and m aking a com
mitment to help the ones who
come into a strange sub-culture
with in ad e q u ate sk ills and
backgrounds.”
In December of 1968, an ad hoc
committee was established to
look into the problems of the
black students. As a result, the
faculty, after its January, 1969,
meeting, drafted a statement
committing themselves “ to the

education of black students in
America . . . (their) willingness
to go beyond (the) norm al
program or to make adjustments
in it so that a black student at
Lawrence may learn to live in
this white community, (and the
re a lizatio n th at) this c o m 
m itm ent w ill involve m any
sacrifices in time and energy.”
"Now or Never”
For whatever the reasons, the
communique had little effect on
the black community. A month
later, on February 24, 1969,
the blacks deli vert'd a “ now
or n ev er” p ro clam atio n to
P resident C urtis T arr
The
decree demanded, among other
things, the matriculation of 50
blacks in the Class of 1973, a one
year period of academic grace
for black students, the in 
corporation of black courses into
the curriculum, and a black
representative to LUCC.
President Tarr answered the
proclamation four days later. He
sim ply felt that
the new
enrollment demands could not bo
met, and said that a one year

P ro file s in Black

Douglass Fought for Rights
of Both Blacks and Whites
HY R O B E R T C U R R IE
No one represented the Age of
Reform better than a tall, broadshouldered, young runaway slave
nam ed F re d e rick D ouglass.
While a slave boy in Baltimore,
Douglass learned to read and
w rite despite his m a s te r ’s
vigilance and the laws m aking it
a crime for slaves to learn to read
and write.
When a slavebreaker named
Covery tried to whip him into
subm ission , D o u g lass—then a
strapping teenager fought him
off for two hours and won. After
his escape from M ary la n d .
Douglass lectured for the anti
slavery cause and published the
story of his life -daring his
master to come and recapture
him.
In the 1840’s Douglass toured
Europe to raise funds and make
friends for the abolitionist cause.
He also spoke out for Irish
freedom , world peace, and
political rights for all regardless
of sex, wealth, or color. He told a
London audience in 1846: “ You
may rely upon me as one who will
never desert the cause of the
poor, no m atter whether black or
white.”
D ouglass spent five weeks
lecturing in Ireland on home rule
for the Irish and emancipation
lor the American Negro. He was
introduced to Irish audiences by
orator Daniel O ’Connell as “the
Black O ’Connell of the United
S ta te s.”
Seventy
thousand
citizens of Ireland had previously
signed a petition calling on the
American Irish to support the
a n tislav e ry cause and treat
Negroes as equals.
Douglass returned to America
to publish his own newspaper, the
North S tar. His ed ito rials
demanded the end of capital
p u n is h m e n t , m is t r e a t m e n t
of Chinese im m ig r a n ts and
American Indians, and neglect of
education of the poor. For 50
years he wrote and spoke for
justice and the rights of man.
Douglass told of his opposition to
slavery in these words:
“ I have held all my life, and

H U N T IN G
for a gift? Check the en
ticing array at Pah-Low’s.
Choose from over 5000
items. O f course, we gift
wrap free of charge.
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303 W. College
On the street oi quality

shall hold to the day of my death,
that the fund am en tal and
everlasting objection to slavery,
is not that it sinks a Negro to the
condition of a brute, but that it
sinks a man to that condition.”
He also pointed out a simple
truth when he said: “ let’s not
forget that justice to the Negro is
safety to the nation.”
Douglass did more than speak
for justice; he placed himself in
the thick of the battle. He refused
to leave Northern railraod cars
set aside for whites and reported:
I was so often dragged out of my
seat, beaten and severly bruised,
by conductors and brakemen”
During the Civil War Douglass
urged Lincoln to free all slaves
and arm Negro men. When
Lincoln finally adopted these
policies he asked Douglass to
serve as his advisor. Douglass
raised troops for the Union Army,
and his two sons were among the
first to enlist.
After the war Douglass con
tinued his battle for reform. He
urged Congress to enact “a great
national system to aid education”
and a series of laws that would
protect the rights of the liberated
Negroes. He was chosen to serve
his government in several high
posts in Washington, and as
United States minister to Haiti.
He died in 1895 shortly after
delivering a speech on behalf of
women’s rights. He was a mental
and physical giant who had
helped pull his country and
people from the depths of
slavery.

period of academic grace was
already in effect for all students.
He claimed that “ many in
structors have atte m p te d to
introduce new m a te ria l into
existing courses to make them
more pertinent to the racial
difficulties of our society (and
that) the history department has
taken the initiative of hiring an
instructor next year who can deal
specifically with the contribution
of Negroes to American life.”
President Tarr felt that the
matter of black representation on
LUCC was out of his jurisdiction.
Ad Hoc Committee Formed
As a result of this confrontation,
a new committee was formed to
study Lawrence’s commitment
and responsibility to its black
students. The Ad Hoc Committee
on Black Affairs, was composed
of four black students, three
faculty, and an administrator,
and was chaired by Professor
Martines.
The committee met for the
remainder of the spring, and in
April and May of 1969, presented
four proposals to the Dean of the
College. It first proposed a Black
Student Advisory System which
would “ seek to work in close
harmony with the faculty to
assure an effective educational
experience for incoming fresh
m e n .” The advisors would
correspond with in-coming fresh
men to aid in orienting them to
the new academic and social
experience and cultural shock of
coming to Appleton’s all-white
community.
Other proposals were to have
special faculty advisors for black
students, special acad e m ic
programs for “ high risk’’ blacks
(which would “ stress reading
and writing skills, mathematics,
and science, and would not carry
academic credit.” ); and, lastly,
a different approach to the ad
mission of black students which
would insure “that a m inim um of
ten to fifteen percent of each
freshman class consist of black
students.”
“ Projected over four years,
such a policy would insure a
black student enrollment of ten to
fifteen percent of the entire
student body and would lead to
the creation of a black com 
munity more compatible with the
needs of black students at
Lawrence.”
This
last
proposal
was
presented to the dean on May 30,
1969. In that year, 24 black
students enrolled at Lawrence
and only seventeen in 1970, a
figure far short of the recom
mendation of the Ad Hoc Com 
mittee.
Proposal by Currie
A year later, on March 8, 1971,
Robert Currie, Chairman of the
Black Admissions Committee,
sent a proposal to President
Smith asking for the enrollment
of at least 35 black students in the
Class of 1975 to insure “a viable

black community

Five Out of Ten
Of the ten points in the “ now or
never” memorandum, five of the
lesser demands have been met.
Regarding the History Depart
m ent’s commitment in the Tarr
letter to the A.A.A. in 1969, many
letters were sent to graduate
schools around the country but,
according to Mr Bruenig. no
adequate black professor was
suggested.
Although M r. B rem er was
hired to “ deal with the con
tribution of Negroes to American
life,” at this time, not a single
black staff member (faculty or
a d m in is tr a to r ) exists in the
Lawrence community.
None of the four suggestions
made by the Ad Hoc Committee
on Black Student Affairs are in
effect at the present tim e.
Professor Martines claim ed that
the biggest reason for the failure
of most of these programs was
“ insensitivity to the problems of
black students” on the part of the
faculty. This forced the student
away from his advisor.
O utside
of
d e fin in g
the
problems, it is not clear what has
resulted from the Analytical
Review Committee, but it is
obvious that the number of blacks
is far lower than what has been
suggested by any of the various
committees. It seems that for
m ost blacks, L aw rence still
represents a place where they
cannot now, nor ever could in the
past, feel socially and a c 
ademically at ease.

President Smith responded on
the same day the proposal was
submitted While he agreed to all
of the suggestions set forth by
Mr. Currie, he added that the
largest problem in recruiting
blacks would be of a financial
nature.
Analytical Review Committee
On June 4, 1971, in hopes of
realizing this goal of a larger
black com munity at Lawrence,
President Smith appointed the
Analytical Review Committee.
Its purpose was to “ prepare a
five-year plan for the recruit
ment of black students, the
funding of their education at
L aw rence, the provision of
adequate advising and academic
support, and the recruitment of
black faculty and staff.”
The committee generally felt
that there were two m a in
strategies which were supported
by groups on campus. The first,
accepted by most of the faculty of
the committee, “ affirm s the need
for black students on campus, but
emphasizes the importance of
their academic preparation . .
(and) stresses above all the
necessity of an ex panding
recruitment effort to seek out
well qualified entering students.”
The other strategy, generally
accepted by the blacks, “ is based
on concern for L aw re n c e ’s
development as a more eclectic
and flexible community in which
more substantial minority groups
have an educational part to
play.”
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Golf And Tennis To
Begin This Weekend
APPLETON ,
W IS.—Weather
Other members of the tennis
permitting, and that is asking a team in clude J u n io r M ark
lot in view of past performance in D illin g h a m , and sophom ore
Bruce Cleeremans, Rochester,
the early
spring
w eather
department, Lawrence will open Minn.
The rest of the Viking tennis
Midwest Conference play in golf
team is made up of freshmen,
and tennis this weekend.
including Dave Jose, Richmond,
The tennis team will gear up
In d .; G ary P a tr ic k , R acine ,
for its conference debut on
Wis.; Rick Ram irez, Baltimore,
Saturday with a non-conference
Md.; Jim Merrell, St. Paul.
match against Lakeland College
M in n .; Wesley Tseng, Los
at Lakeland on Friday. The
Angeles, Calif., David Smith,
Cornell match will be at 1 p.m.
Coronado, C a lif, and Peter
Saturday on Lawrence’s Drew St
Edidin, Scarsdale, N Y.
courts.
Coach Roberts’ golf team has
The golf team ’s initial outing
four returnees from last year,
will be at 10 a.m . Saturday
including Briz Gannett, a senior
against Ripon College at the High
from Hopedale, Mass., and Kim
Cliff Golf Course.
Masterson, also a senior, from
Neither Tennis Coach John
Whitewater, Wis. The other two
Poulson nor Golf Coach Ron
R oberts, co aching their re lettermen are Stan Smith, Belton,
Mo., a junior, and Rick Stark, a
spective sport for the first time
sophom ore from Sioux C ity,
at Lawrence this spring, have
Iowa. Also out for the team this
had much opportunity to see what
year is Robert DeKoch, a junior
their charges can do.
from Kaukauna, Wis. Freshman
Coach Poulson has been using
hopefuls include Ralph Fisher,
indoor tennis facilities at the
Quincy, Mass.; Robert Gurke,
Appleton Tennis Club to work out
W heaton, 111.; Steve K aiser,
his troops, which includes but two
Lanesboro, M in n .;
R ic h a rd
returning lettermen from last
McKay, Arlington Heights, 111.;
year’s team. They are sophomore
Scott Russell, Barrington, 111., Thomas Meyers, Minneapolis,
Minn.; and Eugene Wright Jr.,
and Jeffrey Martin, St. Paul,
Oshkosh. Wis.
Minn.

Toliver Paces Viking Track
Team In Meet At Madison
Last W eek’s U nited States
Track and Field Federation Meet
provided the Lawrence track
team with an opportunity to
warm up before the season
started The competition was
keen and many of the Vikes
turned in good performances.
Jim Toliver’s win in the long
jum p at 21’11” was the only win
the Larries could produce. Jay
L aJo n e and Jo h n Stroem er
placed 5th and 6th in the half with
times of 2:01 and 2:03. Tom
Keith’s 20’8" and Doug Gilbert’s
12’6” earned each of them places.
Mike Green’s 39’10” toss was
good for a fifth place ribbon in the
shot put.
The 880 yd. relay squad of Jim
Toliver, Bill Black, Steve Swets,
and Jay LaJone grabbed fifth
place ribbons while the mile
relay quartet of Steve Swets,

FREE
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-AND-
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Doug G ilb e rt, J a y L aJo n e
grabbed fifth place ribbons while
the m ile relay quartet of Steve
Swets, Doug Gilbert, Jay LaJone,
and John “ Doc” Stroemer picked
up fourth place ribbons.
On the whole, Coach Gene
Davis was pleased with the
performances. Many of those
who ran were getting their first
taste of competition in a con
siderable length of time. Coupled
with this is the fact that snow has
forced the team to run on the
roads w hile forsak ing m uch
needl'd speed work. Said Coach
Davis, “ We didn’t look extremely
good, but for this early in the
season we witnessed some good
performances. We have been
limited in our workouts but have
still worked hard and this has
paid off The sprinters will now
have a chance to run the type of
workout they need and the field
events m en. under assistant
coach Lance Alwin, will have a
chance to start throwing.”

RICK McKAY AND BRUCE CARLSEN man the controls at W LFM during their new
“ Coaches Comment” show. They have been able to interview such sports figures as Curtis
Perry, Fuzzy Thurston, and Adolph Rupp. (John Sundlof photo)

Freshman Broadcasting
Duo Gains Recognition
by JACK HOAG
Many people here at Lawrence
fail to find time to develop outside
areas of interest. Two Lawrence
freshm en have not allow ed
themselves to fall into this trap.
The two freshmen are Rick
McKay and Bruce Carlsen, both
of Arlington Heights, Illinois.
Rick and Bruce have taken over
the W LFM sports department,
broadcasting three shows a week
Rick and Bruce have been
working in sports reporting ever
since their days at Arlington High
School. When Mr. Dick Boya
came to them this year and asked
if they wanted to broadcast the
Law rence baske tball gam es,
they re a d ily accepted. The
success they acquired through
broadcasting the games allowed
them to obtain three shows a
week.
Their Spotlight On Sports show
which is aired on Mondays and
Fridays at 5:25 p.m. features
sport stories from not only the
Lawrence Community, but the
Appleton area and the national
scene as well. On Wednesday
night at 6:15 “ Coaches Com 
m e n t’’ is aired. This show
features interviews with some of
the nation’s more prominent
sports figures.
This is the show which has
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brought the most attention to the
M ckay-Carlsen bro ad castin g
duo. They started their road to
prom inence by in tervie w ing
Curtis Perry of the Milwaukee
Bucks. The next interview was
with former Green Bay Packer
great Fuzzy Thurston.
Their most recent interview
has brought the broadcasting duo
its most attention. This was a
phone conversation with Adolph
Rupp, considered one of the
greatest basketball coaches of all
time. They talked with Mr. Rupp
about some of today’s more
controversial issues in basket
ball Mr. Rupp expounded on his
belief that the basket should be
raised to eleven feet. On an even
more
co ntro ve rsial
issue,
recruiting, Mr. Rupp said “ It ’s
u n civ ilize d , this vicious re 
cruiting must stop.” This type
of controversial statement has
caused U PI to express an interest
in acquiring the tape of this in
terview.
As a result of their show Rick
and Bruce have received a good
deal of attention. In addition to
their correspondences with U PI,
the Appleton Post-Crescent has
also been in contact with them.
The Milwaukee Brewers Base
ball Club is another organization
that has contacted the duo about
their sports reporting.
Despite all this success, Rick
and Bruce want to increase the
scope of the show. In the future
they have interviews with Jim
Longborg of the M ilw aukee
Brewers and Bobby Hull of the
Chicago Blackhawks lined up. If
you have a chance, tune in to 91.1
FM and listen to Rick and Bruce,
I ’m sure you’ll find it enjoyable.

APPLETON,
W IS . — The
Law rence U niversity V iking
Bench will hold its winter sports
award dinner at 8 p.m.. Monday,
April 24.
The awards dinner will be held
in conjunction with the Appleton
Y ’s Men Monday night dinner at
the y m c a .
The Viking Bench regularly
holds banquets and other events
in honor of Lawrence athletes
and in support of Lawrence
University’s athletic program. At
the winter sports dinner, awards
and letters to varsity members of
the Viking basketball, wrestling
and swimming teams will be
presented.
Anyone in the community in
terested in joining the Viking
Bench may attend the dinner.
Reservations may be made by
mail by April 17 by writing to The
V iking
Bench,
A lexander
Gymnasium The cost for dinner
at the awards gathering will be
$3.25.

"IT WAS A LOT OF CAR IN THE BEGINNING
AND IT’ S A LOT MORE CAR TODAY."
(M otor Trend)
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LAST CHANCE FOR ABC
Fox River Bus Lines of
Appleton have generaously
offered to run free buses from
the chapel to "Cinem a Twins”
to support the ABC program.
Fare will be your ticket to
“ K id n a p p e d .” D e adline is
Monday, April 17. at midnight,
for purchase of tickets at the
Lawrence box office and at
Downer and C olm an food
centers.

also

the ADVENT dolby cassette deck
THE C LA SSIC A LLY BRITISH TRIUMPH TR 6

VALLEY IMPORTS, Hwy 41

APPLETON HI-FI CENTER
323 W. College Avenue

‘Across from Sears’

Golf And Tennis To
Begin This Weekend
APPLETON, WIS.—Weather
permitting, and that is asking a
lot in view of past performance in
the early spring weather
department, Lawrence will open
Midwest Conference play in golf
and tennis this weekend.
The tennis team will gear up
for its conference debut on
Saturday with a non-conference
match against Lakeland College
at Lakeland on Friday. The
Cornell match will be at 1 p.m.
Saturday on Lawrence’s Drew St.
courts.
The golf team’s initial outing
will be at 10 a.m. Saturday
against Ripon College at the High
Cliff Golf Course.
Neither Tennis Coach John
Poulson nor Golf Coach Ron
Roberts, coaching their re
spective sport for the first time
at Lawrence this spring, have
had much opportunity to see what
their charges can do.
Coach Poulson has been using
indoor tennis facilities at the
Appleton Tennis Club to work out
his troops, which includes but two
returning lettermen from last
year’s team. They are sophomore
Scott Russell, Barrington, 111.,
and Jeffrey Martin, St. Paul,
Minn.

Other members of the tennis
team include Junior Mark
Dillingham, and sophomore
Bruce Cleeremans, Rochester,
Minn.
The rest of the Viking tennis
team is made up of freshmen,
including Dave Jose, Richmond,
Ind.; Gary Patrick, Racine,
Wis.; Rick Ramirez, Baltimore,
Md.; Jim Merrell, St. Paul,
Minn.; Wesley Tseng, Los
Angeles, Calif., David Smith,
Coronado, Calif, and Peter
Edidin, Scarsdale, N.Y.
Coach Roberts’ golf team has
four returnees from last year,
including Briz Gannett, a senior
from Hopedale, Mass., and Kim
Masterson, also a senior, from
Whitewater, Wis. The other two
lettermen are Stan Smith, Belton,
Mo., a junior, and Rick Stark, a
sophomore from Sioux City,
Iowa. Also out for the team this
year is Robert DeKoch, a junior
from Kaukauna, Wis. Freshman
hopefuls include Ralph Fisher,
Quincy, Mass.; Robert Gurke,
Wheaton, 111.; Steve Kaiser,
Lanesboro, Minn.; Richard
McKay, Arlington Heights, 111.;
Thomas Meyers, Minneapolis,
Minn.; and Eugene Wright Jr.,
Oshkosh, Wis.

Toliver Paces Viking Track
Team In Meet At Madison
Last Week’s United States
Track and Field Federation Meet
provided the Lawrence track
team with an opportunity to
warm up before the season
started. The competition was
keen and many of the Vikes
turned in good performances.
Jim Toliver’s win in the long
jump at 21*11** was the only win
the Larries could produce. Jay
LaJone and John Stroemer
placed 5th and 6th in the half with
times of 2:01 and 2:03. Tom
Keith’s 20’8” and Doug Gilbert’s
12’6” earned each of them places.
Mike Green’s 39’10” toss was
good for a fifth place ribbon in the
shot put.
The 880 yd. relay squad of Jim
Toliver, Bill Black, Steve Swets,
and Jay LaJone grabbed fifth
place ribbons while the mile
relay quartet of Steve Swets,

FREE
DELIVERY

MARK
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Doug Gilbert, Jay LaJone
grabbed fifth place ribbons while
the mile relay quartet of Steve
Swets, Doug Gilbert, Jay LaJone,
and John “Doc” Stroemer picked
up fourth place ribbons.
On the whole, Coach Gene
Davis was pleased with the
performances. Many of those
who ran were getting their first
taste of competition in a con
siderable length of time. Coupled
with this is the fact that snow has
forced the team to run on the
roads while forsaking much
needed speed work. Said Coach
Davis, “We didn’t look extremely
good, but for this early in the
season we witnessed some good
performances. We have been
limited in our workouts but have
still worked hard and this has
paid off. The sprinters will now
have a chance to run the type of
workout they need and the field
events men, under assistant
coach Lance Alwin, will have a
chance to start throwing.”

RICK McKAY AND BRUCE CARLSEN man the controls at WLFM during their new
“ Coaches Comment” show. They have been able to interview such sports figures as Curtis
Perry, Fuzzy Thurston, and Adolph Rupp. (John Sundlof photo)

Freshman Broadcasting
Duo Gains Recognition
by JACK HOAG
Many people here at Lawrence
fail to find time to develop outside
areas of interest. Two Lawrence
freshmen have not allowed
themselves to fall into this trap.
The two freshmen are Rick
McKay and Bruce Carlsen, both
of Arlington Heights, Illinois.
Rick and Bruce have taken over
the WLFM sports department,
broadcasting three shows a week.
Rick and Bruce have been
working in sports reporting ever
since their days at Arlington High
School. When Mr. Dick Boya
came to them this year and asked
if they wanted to broadcast the
Lawrence basketball games,
they readily accepted. The
success they acquired through
broadcasting the games allowed
them to obtain three shows a
week.
Their Spotlight On Sports show
which is aired on Mondays and
Fridays at 5:25 p.m. features
sport stories from not only the
Lawrence Community, but the
Appleton area and the national
scene as well. On Wednesday
night at 6:15 “Coaches Com
ment” is aired. This show
features interviews with some of
the nation’s more prominent
sports figures.
This is the show which has

Discover the World on Your

SEMESTER AT SEA
Sail« each September A February
Com bine accredited study with
educational stops in Africa, Aus
tralasia and the Orient. Over 5000
students from 450 campuses have
already experienced this interna
tional program. A wide range of
financial aid is available. Write
now for free catalog:

APPLETON,
W I S . — The
L aw rence U n iv ersity V iking
Bench will hold its winter sports
award dinner at 8 p.m ., Monday,
April 24.
The awards dinner will be held
in conjunction with the Appleton
Y ’s Men Monday night dinner at
the YMCA.
The Viking Bench regularly
holds banquets and other events
in honor of Lawrence athletes
and in support of Lawrence
University’s athletic program. At
the winter sports dinner, awards
and letters to varsity members of
the Viking basketball, wrestling
and swimm ing teams will be
presented.
Anyone in the community in 
terested in joining the Viking
Bench may attend the dinner.
Reservations m ay be made by
m ail by April 17 by writing to The
V ik in g
Bench,
A lexander
G ymnasium . The cost for dinner
at the awards gathering will be
$3.25.

"IT WAS A LOT OF CAR IN THE BEGINNING
AND irS A LOT MORE CAR TODAY.”

Custom
Pipes, Tobaccos,
Accessories and Magazines

(M otor Trend)
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LU Viking Bench To
Hold Award Dinner

WCA, Chapman College, Box CC12, Orange, Cal. 92666
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For Fra« Delivery
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brought the most attention to the
Mckay-Carlsen broadcasting
duo. They started their road to
prominence by interviewing
Curtis Perry of the Milwaukee
Bucks. The next interview was
with former Green Bay Packer
great Fuzzy Thurston.
Their most recent interview
has brought the broadcasting duo
its most attention. This was a
phone conversation with Adolph
Rupp, considered one of the
greatest basketball coaches of all
time. They talked with Mr. Rupp
about some of today’s more
controversial issues in basket
ball. Mr. Rupp expounded on his
belief that the basket should be
raised to eleven feet. On an even
more
controversial
issue,
recruiting, Mr. Rupp said “It’s
uncivilized, this vicious re
cruiting must stop.” This type
of controversial statement has
caused UPI to express an interest
in acquiring the tape of this in
terview.
As a result of their show Rick
and Bruce have received a good
deal of attention. In addition to
their correspondences with UPI,
the Appleton Post-Crescent has
also been in contact with them.
The Milwaukee Brewers Base
ball Club is another organization
that has contacted the duo about
their sports reporting.
Despite all this success, Rick
and Bruce want to increase the
scope of the show. In the future
they have interviews with Jim
Longborg of the Milwaukee
Brewers and Bobby Hull of the
Chicago Blackhawks lined up. If
you have a chance, tune in to 91.1
FM and listen to Rick and Bruce,
I ’m sure you’ll find it enjoyable.

LAST CHANCE FOR ABC
Fox River Bus Lines of
Appleton have generaously
offered to run free buses from
the chapel to “Cinema Twins”
to support the ABC program.
Fare will be your ticket to
“ Kidnapped.” Deadline is
Monday, April 17, at midnight,
for purchase of tickets at the
Lawrence box office and at
Downer and Colman food
centers.
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